POWER LINE WARNING

Panaji,
September 10, 2019
Bhadra 19, 1941

The newly erected infrastructure HT/LT underground cable, RMU, LV Switchboard of 100 KVA Dist. Transformer of M/S. Chandrakanta Constructions, Bepqegal and 200 KVA Dist. Transformer at Government Hospital, Kakoda-Curchorem and HT underground cable along the church road and Cabby Baker RMU at Bepqegal - Curchorem, infrastructure at Government Hospital, Kakoda and Depqegal will be test charged on September 12, 2019 and will remain charged thereafter.

The public in these areas are advised in their own interest to be away from these structures as it is highly to the life and property, All the concerned public are requested to take note of the same and co-operate accordingly.
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